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Abstract— The different nature of the energy resources 

requires high reliable power inverters to supply regulated power 

to the end customer and to ease its integration within the 

microgrid. In this paper, modeling, design and control of 

inverters are presented for two different topologies. The study 

addresses the feasibility of the single loop and double loop control 

of inverters. The bode plot technique is used to analyze the 

system behavior when the inductor and the capacitor currents 

are used as feedback signals. The different output impedance 

natures affect the power sharing between inverters and stability. 

Therefore, a proposed virtual impedance is implemented to 

enhance the control performance. Simulation results are 

presented to show the validity of the control strategy. 

Keywords—inverters; droop control; microgrids; output 

impedance 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Microgrid is an aggregated system connecting many 
distributed generation (DG) units, i.e. renewable energy 
sources (solar, wind, tidal, etc) or storage systems, to the loads 
in island mode or to the utility grid in grid-connected mode. It 
uses inverters to link between these units and the loads/grid. 
Practically, due to high load demand, the inverters are needed 
to operate in parallel as shown in Fig. 1. This provides system 
redundancy and high reliability that is required for flexible 
microgrid structure. A significant concern of the parallel-
operated inverters is robust design of each inverter to have the 
capability to work in parallel with others without destabilizing 
the system. Commonly, the droop control is implemented to 
share the power wirelessly between the inverters. However, the 
output impedance can affect its accuracy and stability. The 
literature proposed many control strategies to handle these 
challenges [1]–[9]. However, the emphasis on the impact of 
different feedback signals on the voltage control loop and on 
shaping the output impedance has not been well clarified. The 
bode plot technique is used to analyze the system behavior 
when the inductor and the capacitor currents are used as 
feedbacks. In addition, different output impedances for parallel 
inverters degrade the stability. Therefore, a virtual impedance 
is proposed to stabilize the system and to unify the output 
impedances nature. Simulation results are presented to show 
the validity of the control strategy. 

The paper is organized as follows; the single and double 
loop voltage controllers are studied in sections II and III, 

respectively. Virtual impedance concept for shaping the output 
impedance is addressed in section V. Section VI discusses the 
performance of the droop control supported by the virtual 
impedance along with simulation results. 
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Fig. 1. General microgrid structure 
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Fig. 2. The general structure of an inverter with LCL filter 

II. SINGLE LOOP VOLTAGE CONTROLLER 

The link between the energy sources and the load/grid is the 

inverter. The inverter general structure is shown in Fig.2. It 

has IGBT switches which receive the modulated sine wave 

signals from the voltage controller. This produces high 

frequency harmonics beside the fundamental sinusoidal signal 

frequency. The LCL filter is used to mitigate the generated 



harmonics and to deliver a high quality and low harmonics 

power signal to the load. Although, L and LC filters 

topologies are used in the literature, the LCL filter provides 

higher grid harmonics rejection and supports the design of the 

output impedance.  

In basic voltage source inverters (VSI), a voltage controller 

loop is used to track the desired input signal and to minimize 

the error between this signal and the measured output voltage. 

In this paper, a proportional controller; ; supported with 

feedforward loop is utilized. The feedforward loop minimizes 

the steady state error and allows for higher control bandwidth.  

Fig. 3 shows the model of the LCL filter (physical system) and 

the voltage control loop. The voltage feedback is measured 

across the filter capacitor and compared with the reference 

value. Thereafter, the controller generates the PWM control 

signals. It can be shown from Fig. 3 that the output voltage is 

given by 

* ( ). ( )( ) ( ). ( ) o oo s I sV s G s V s Z   (1) 

where G(s) is the closed loop transfer function that relates Vo 

to V* and Zo is the closed loop output impedance. G(s) is given 

by, 
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It is obvious from G(s) that the damping; s term; is zero and 
this might generate resonance which destabilizes the system 
and degrades the output signals quality. This can be shown in 
Fig. 4 by the bodeplot of G(s). The peak appears in the figure 
indicates the resonance at the frequency of 500Hz. It is easy for 
any harmonic signal or disturbance to excite this frequency. 
The large loop gain amplifies this signal and finally distorts the 
output or destabilizes it. If higher proportional gain is used, it 
does not damp the resonance but it shifts the resonance 
frequency to slightly higher values. 

III. DOUBLE LOOP VOLTAGE CONTROLLER 

Recently, in the literature, dual loop control has been 

employed to damp the output filter resonance [10]–[13]. The 

first loop takes the output voltage as a feedback. The second 

inner loop takes the inductor L1 or capacitor C current as a 

feedback as shown in Fig. 5. In both cases the damping can be 

successfully achieved. However, in this paper, the effect of 

selecting any of them on the output impedance shaping is 

addressed. 

 
 

Fig. 1. The model of basic single-loop voltage controller 
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Fig. 2. Bode plot of the single loop voltage controller 

 

 

Fig. 3. The model of basic double-loop voltage controller  

 

It can be shown from Fig. 5 that G(s) is given by, 
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The additional feedback loop is represented by the “s” term in 

(3) which provides damping. The bode plot in Fig.6 shows the 

behavior of the voltage loop with different values of the 

current feedback gain . More gain provides more damping. 

It is worth mentioning here that any choice of current 

feedback (IL or IC) generates the same G(s).  In regards to 

Zo(s), it has two versions for each case of inner loop feedback 

(IL and IC). If the controller adopts IL, then Zo(s) could be 

obtained as (4) and will be defined as ZoL(s). 
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If the controller adopts IC, then Zo(s) could be obtained as (5) 

and will be defined as ZoC(s). 
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(5) 

Fig. 7 depicts the bode plot of the output impedance obtained 

from (4) and (5). When IL is adopted, the behavior of the 

output impedance around the fundamental frequency (50Hz) is 



resistive which means approximately constant gain over wide 

range of frequency. However, in the IC case the output 

impedance behaves like an inductor introducing more 

impedance with the increment of frequency. In both cases, 

there was a resonance at the natural frequency but it has been 

damped thanks to the inner current loop. 
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Fig. 4. Bode plot of the double-loop voltage controller 

IV. DROOP CONTROL 

During the inverters operation in parallel with each other, 

droop control techniques might be implemented to achieve 

good power sharing and to protect any inverter from 

overloading. Droop control assumes that the output impedance 

is dominantly inductive or resistive and based on that the 

droop controller will be different as shown in Fig.   

Fig. 6 and Table 1.  are the nominal frequency and 

voltage of the inverter output,  are the droop gains, 

 are the averaged measured active and reactive 

powers, respectively.  
If parallel inverters are working together to share the 

power, they should have the same droop equations to achieve 
the accuracy. This can be satisfied if the output impedances 
have the same nature of being resistive or inductive. Working 
under different nature of output impedances without taking the 
precaution will degrade the power sharing accuracy and the 
stability. 

V. PROPOSED VIRTUAL IMPEDANCE 

In this paper, a virtual impedance concept is utilized to unify 

the nature of the output impedances of inverters working 

parallel with each other. This impedance mimics the behavior 

of an inductor or resistor in program. Using programmable 

impedance rather than a physical one reduces the losses and 

cost. In addition, being as programmable presents adaptive 

operation and increases the inverter robustness against 

network impedance variations. Fig.  

Fig. 7 shows the block diagram of the voltage controller with 

the virtual impedance Zv(s).  
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Fig. 5. Bode plot of output impedance with IL and IC as feedback 
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Fig. 6. Output impedance assumption cases for droop control operation (a) 

inductive (b) resistive 

 

Table 1 Active and reactive power droop controller 

Power control 

System Impedance 
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Fig. 7. The model of basic double-loop voltage controller with virtual 
impedance 
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Fig. 8. Bode plot of output impedance with (a) inductive Zv (b) resistive Zv 

 

The new output impedance with virtual impedance can be 

derived as, 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )ov o vZ s Z s G s Z s  (6) 

The nature of Zv could be chosen to be resistive as, 

( )v vZ s R  (7) 

where  is the resistance of the virtual impedance, or it can 

be inductive as, 
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where  is the inductance of the virtual impedance and  is 

the time constant of the high pass filter used to approximate 

the derivative in the transfer function of the ideal virtual 

inductance . Fig. Fig. 8 shows the impact of the 

virtual output impedance on the old output impedances in Fig.  

Fig. 5. In Fig. 8a, an inductive virtual impedance is used to 

convert the resistive nature to a dominant inductive one. In 

Fig. 8b, a resistive virtual impedance is used to convert the 

inductive nature to a dominant resistive one. It is concluded 

that the virtual impedance has significant impact on the output 

impedance and with high values it could dominate. 

In low voltage microgrid network, the network impedance is 

mainly resistive. Therefore, the droop control for resistive 

network is selected in this paper. However, the output 

impedance of each inverter is subject to the implemented 

feedback and control strategy. It might be a complex 

impedance rather than pure resistive. Furthermore, the grid-

side inductor or any transformers used on the output could 

change the output impedance to some extent. The virtual 

impedance concept is used to support the resistivity of the 

output impedance and its value might be chosen to be 3 times 

more than the existence reactance as a rule of thumb to 

consider the dominancy. 

 

Table 2: System Parameter Values 

Symbol Description Value 

 Inverter-side filter inductor 4mH 

 Filter capacitor 25µF 

 Grid-side filter inductor 2mH 

 Voltage controller loop gain 0.01 

 Current controller loop gain 5 

 Virtual inductance 30mH 

 Time constant (virtual impedance) 1/1500 

 Virtual resistance 5 Ω 

 Frequency droop gain 0.05 

 Voltage droop gain 0.05 

 Voltage set point 115 

Vrms 
 Frequency set point 50 Hz 

 Power measurement filter time 

constant 

0.5 sec 

 Equivalent output impedance1 

 (Simulation results) 

10mH,1 

Ω  Equivalent output impedance 2 

 (Simulation results) 

2mH,6 Ω 

Load 1 Load 1 resistance  25Ω 

Load 2 Load 2 resistance 25Ω 
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Fig. 9. Simulation network 
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Fig. 10. Active power  and DC voltage responses 

 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS 

A microgrid with two inverters systems, as shown in Fig.  

Fig. 9, was built in Matlab/Simulink. The system parameters 

are in Table 2. Inverter 1 used IL as a feedback while inverter 2 

used IC. Therefore, one would have a resistive output 

impedance and the other an inductive one. A resistive droop 

controller was used to share the power between the inverters. 

The virtual impedance has been implemented for inverter 2 as 

it has significant inductive impedance. To facilitate the 

observation of the performance of the virtual impedance, the 

output power of each inverter is shown in Fig. 12. It is 

assumed that both inverters are already working in parallel and 

the virtual impedance is active. At t=1 sec, a load step is 

applied and it is seen that the output power of each is well 

damped and the sharing has been achieved. At t=4 sec, the 

virtual impedance has been deactivated and the power 

responses lost the stability. The results show the significant 

function of the virtual impedance to support the droop control 

operation. Low droop control gains might preserve the 

stability. However, it slows down the power responses and 

degrades the sharing accuracy. Consequently, the virtual 

impedance provides more stability room for higher droop 

gains. Furthermore, the circulating currents between the 

inverters reflect on the DC side and disturb also the DC link 

voltages. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, the modeling analysis of the voltage control 
loops exposed the resonance damping capability of the double-
loop strategy compared with the single loop one. In addition, 
the results highlighted the output impedance behavior when 
considering different feedback signals. The concept of the 
virtual impedance has been proposed to unify the output 
impedance nature of different controlled inverters and to assure 
proper droop control operation. The simulation results were 
presented to validate the performance and effectiveness of the 
proposed controller. 
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